[CLINICAL AND ARTHROSCOPIC FINDINGS IN MENISCAL INJURY AND KNEE INSTABILITY: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY].
Medical history and physical examination are expected to provide the basic knowledge allowing diagnosis of a disease and thus enabling to plan the course of treatment. This study aimed to examine this hypothesis by comparing pre-operative diagnosis of meniscal and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries to final surgical findings. We prospectively compared the pre-surgical diagnosis to the arthroscopic findings in 753 arthroscopic procedures. Clinical diagnosis of a medial meniscal (MM) tear was proven by arthroscopy in 65% of cases. Clinical diagnosis of a lateral meniscal (LM) tear was proven by arthroscopy in 54% of cases. Clinical complaints of instability correlated with partial or complete ACL rupture in 85% of cases. The accuracy of the clinical examination concerning ACL integrity ranged from 86% to 90%. Lachman and Pivot tests were slightly superior to the Drawer test. Arthroscopic surgery is the most common surgical procedure in orthopedics. The diagnosis, which is based on history and physical examination in most cases, allows proper management of the case and an appropriate treatment plan. In most scenarios, these operations are conducted based on the diagnosis and treatment performed before surgery. In this study we showed that even in experienced and skilled hands, a clinical diagnosis of meniscal tear was approved by arthroscopy in only 54% to 65% of cases. A clinical diagnosis of ACL injury was approved by arthroscopy, in 99% of cases. When planning conservative treatment or surgical intervention for a knee injury, it should be kept in mind that the clinical diagnosis of ACL rupture is highly reliable, while the clinical diagnosis of meniscal injury is only moderately reliable. Thus, especially when planning surgical intervention, the utilization of further imaging would be desirable when isolated meniscal injury is suspected.